Abstract. The problem of expressing a general dynamical variable in quantum mechanics as a function of a primitive set of operators is studied from several points of view. In the context of the Heisenberg commutation relation, the Weyl representation for operators and a new Fourier-Mellin representation are related to the Heisenberg group and the group SL(2,R) respectively. The description of unitary transformations via generating functions is analysed in detail. The relation between functions and ordered functions of noncommuting operators is discussed, and results closely paralleling classical results are obtained.
Introduction
The study of quantum mechanics brings one into contact in a natural way with several areas of mathematics. These include the theory of Hilbert space; the eigenvalue and eigenfunetion analysis of hermitian and unitary operators; expansion theorems using various complete orthonormal systems of functions; elements of the theory of Lie groups and Lie algebras, and the construction of their unitary as well as nonunitary representations. There is, however, a subject of general mathematical and conceptual significance that is not dealt with in most discussions of the subject. This is an analysis of the sense or senses in which all dynamical variables of a physical system can be thought of as being functions of a primitive set of variables. The study of a specific system begins with a statement of its kinematic structure: a set of primitive dynamical variables is chosen and definite commutation relations are postulated among them. The adjective ' primitive' means that by forming all functions (suitably understood) of these variables, one obtains all the dynamical variables pertaining to the system. In practice one is usually interested in a small number of dynamical variables, each having a well-defined physical interpretation, and these are explicitly given in terms of the primitive set. With the use of the basic commutation relations, one then studies the eigenvalue and eigenfunction problems for these important physical quantities. The relations between the different descriptions of the Hilbert space corresponding to one or another physical quantity being diagonal can also be worked out; these relations connect the various possible representatives of abstract state vectors to one another.
The phase space description of a classical dynamical system uses a canonical set of variables made up of coordinates q and conjugate momenta p as a primitive set. At least in an intuitive and immediate sense one understands how every dynamical 69 variable is some function of the q and p: the values of the latter determine that of the former. Indeed, dynamical variables are so defined. It would be valuable to have a similar simple understanding of the way in which any operator dynamical variable for a quantum system can be understood to be some function of the primitive variables of the system. In quantum mechanics one imposes the property of irreducibility on the primitive set of operators, ensuring that all other operators are indeed functions of them. One's understanding of the situation would be enhanced if this property could be made more tangible. This would be achieved by having ways in which, at least in principle, all dynamical variables, or at any rate a large and interesting class of them, could be explicitly written as functions of the primitive set.
The problem of explicit description of operators in quantum mechanics is naturally somewhat more complicated and subtle than the corresponding problem in classical mechanics. In making this remark we do not refer to the possible need for greater mathematical rigour in dealing with unbounded operators, their domains and ranges and the like, but rather merely to the complications arising from having to deal with noncommuting quantities in qaantum mechanics. The purpose of this paper, written to some extent from a pedagogical point of view, is to give a discussion of these matters at a level accessible to anyone who is familiar with quantum mechanics as presented, say, in Dirac's classic book (Dirac [8] ). Two approaches to the problem of operator description will be given, one based on group representation theory and the other on the transformation theory of dynamics. The former is in essence due to Racah and Wigner and is familiar from applications to atomic and nuclear spectroscopy (see, for instance, Fano and Raeah [11] ). The transformation theoretical approach is an extension of ideas pioneered by Dirac (Dirac [7] ).
The arrangement of the material of this paper, and a brief description of it, are as follows. w 2 recalls the theory of tensor operators and unit tensors for the threedimensional rotation group when one is dealing with an irreducible representation of this group. The basic ideas behind the group theoretical method are exhibited most simply via this example. w w 3 and 4 use this method to give two possible descriptions of operators when the primitive set consists of two hermitian operators obeying the canonical Heisenberg commutation relation. In w 3 the discussion is based on the Heisenberg Lie algebra and its hermitian representations. On passing from the representation acting on vectors to that acting on operators one is led immediately to the Weyl representation for operators, which has been known and used for a long time (Weyl [21] p. 274). This is the quantum analogue of the Fourier integral representation for classical dynamical variables defined on a two-dimensional phase space. w 4 uses in a similar spirit the group SL (2, R); this is the group of real linear transformations that preserves the Heisenberg commutation relation. One is now led to the quantum analogue to the Fourier-Mellin representation in the classical case. The remainder of the paper is devoted to systems with a general even number, 2n, of canonical degrees of freedom. w 5 recapitulates the generating function description of classical canonical transformations, especially the distinctions between the so-called nondegenerate and degenerate cases (Whittaker [22] w 126; Caratheodory [5] Chapter 6). With such a description of a canonical transformation, one can try to give a mixed description for general dynamical variables. This involves expressing each dynamical variable as a function of a mixed set of 2n variables, half of which belong to the ' old' canonical set of variables and half to the ' new' set obtained after the canonical transformation. To the best of our knowledge some of the results found here are now and not available in the literature; they turn out most useful for an appreciation of the quantum mechanical case. w 6 describes two definitions of the concept of a function of a given set of operators. The first is the one generally to be found in discussions on operator theory and representations of algebras of operators (for a simple discussion see Jordan [15] Chapter 4). The second, due to Jordan and Dirac, is based on the idea of ordered functions of operators; it is ingeneral somewhat more special and restrictive than the first definition (Jordan [14] ; Dirac [6, 7] ). Using all this, w 7 gives a discussion of the generating function description for unitary transformations in quantum mechanics, paying special attention to the distinct cases that arise and stand in direct correspondence with the classical alternatives. As a result one sees clearly the connections between irreducibility, the set of all functions, and the set of all ordered functions, of a set of operators formed in the mixed manner as in the classical case.
Astonishingly close parallels exist at all stages between classical and quantum mechanics, and an effort will be made to bring this out clearly.
The Raeah-Wigner method
Consider the hermitian irreducible representations of the angular momentum commutation relations in quantum mechanics (Edmonds [9] ):
In every dimension there is, upto unitary equivalence, exactly one such representation. The dimension written as (2j q-1) withj = 0, 89 1, ] .... is related to the value of the Casimir invariant j2 by j2 ~ J12 + jz~ q--Js z =j(j q-I).
(2)
The odd (even) dimensional representations integrate to single (double) valued representations of the three dimensional rotation group R(3). Thus for each rotation R there is a unitary operator U(R) fixed upto a phase such that
with oJ also a phase. For integral j the phases of the Us can be adjusted so that co = + 1 for all arguments; for half-odd-integral j one can only achieve the restriction oJ = + 1.
Fix attention now on a definite value ofj. The (2j -b I) eigenvectors Ij m ) ofJ a with eigenvalues m =j, j --1 ..... --jform an ortho-normal basis for the representation space. The effect of U(R) on these basis vectors is given by the well-known D-matrices of angular momentum theory. Now the set of linear operators acting on the representation space itself forms a linear space of dimension (2j+l) ~. Given the action of rotations on vectors through the operators U(R), there follows an action on operators by the rule
A--> (R) A = U (R) A U (4)
A being a general operator. This rule being linear in A, ff is a linear operator on the set of linear operators A. This is similar to the passage form the Schr6dinger pk ture to the Heisenberg picture in quantum mechanics. One obtains the unitary property for ~/(R) by defining an inner product among operators as r B)=Tr (.4' B).
Now, whatever be the value of j, ~/(R) obeys ~t (R') n (e) = n (R' R),
so that we always have here a unitary, single-valued representation of R(3). The angular momenta Jk act as generators for U(R) in the sense that the latter are exponentials of suitable linear combinations of the former. Similarly we can find the generators flk for ~/(R) by examining the form of (4) 
These generators are hermitian with respect to the inner product (5) . The reduction of the representation ~/(R) wiU yield only odd-dimensional irreducible ones. From the Wigner-Eckart theorem the details of this reduction are completely known: only the representations with quantum number K = 0, 1, 2 ..... 2j occur, and each one once. That is, the space of operators considered contains spherical tensor operators of ranks K = 0, 1 ..... 2j alone; and apart from a scale factor there is just one tensor operator for each rank. Based on this, it is natural to define a set of unit tensors u~ through
<8) the C's being Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for R(3) (de Shalit and Talmi [20] p. 220). This definition is such that one has (u~., u~) = Sx. x 8M, ~.
The unit tensors have the following properties; under the representation if(R) each transforms irreducibly according to its rank; any spherical tensor operator of rank K is some multiple of the unit tensor of that rank; they form a basis for the space of operators so that a general operator A can be expressed as a sum
One obtains in this way a particular description of every operator A via the corresponding set of coefficients a x e .
The unit tensors themselves are essentially polynomials in the operators Jk-Thus apart from a scale factor, UIM is the spherical component JM of angular momentum.
To get u~ we must form the spherical components of the symmetric traceless Cartesian second rank tensor operator
And so on. Thus the above-mentioned description of a general operator A amounts to expressing it in a well-defined way as a polynomial in J~. The essential steps in the group-theoretical description of operators are then the following: one begins with a representation of a group at the level of vectors, possibly in the form (3) with nontrivial ~; one obtains from this a true representation of the group by defining the transformation law of operators through an equation like (4); on reduction of this latter representation one obtains operators with irreducible transformation behaviours and at the same time one gets a definite description for operators in general.
Heisenberg group and WeyI representation
As a first application of the method outlined in the previous section, we describe what happens when the I-Ieisenberg commutation relation of quantum mechanics is viewed as one of a set defining a Lie algebra. A Cartesian position variable q and its conjugate momentum p are hermitian operators obeying [q,p] =i~. (11) The right hand side actually stands for a numerical multiple of the unit operator. The form of (I 1) motivates the definition of the Heisenberg Lie algebra; this has three basis elements X, Y, Z say obeying the commutation relations
Elements g of the corresponding three-parameter Lie group can be labelled by real variables a, f, ~,:
The group multiplication law is easily obtained by using a standard formula for combining two exponentials of the above form when both X and Y commute with their commutator; 
Let us now consider the unitary irreducible representations of this group, or equivalently the hermitian irreducible representations of the commutation relations (12) .
Since Z commutes with all the generators, in any such representation it must be a real multiple of the unit operator. Now the representation will be infinite dimensional if Z does not vanish, one dimensional if it does. The former representations are essentially the familiar quantum mechanical solution to the commutation relation (I 1): Zmay be taken as ~ times the unit operator, X =q and Y ~p. As ~ ' varies' without vanishing, we get a one-parameter family of inequivalent irreducible representations of the Heisenberg algebra: it consists of two continuous components for --co <~ <0 and 0<~ <c~. On the other hand ifZ vanishes, the only commutation relation left to be satisfied demands that X and Y commute. There is thus a two-parameter family of such irreducible representations, each one dimensional, labelled (-r, a) say, with X -----~-and Y = a. Here ~-and a are any two real numbers.
In a certain context, the set of one dimensional representations is assigned measure zero. Thus if one considers the Hilbert space of functions defined and square integrable over the Heisenberg group and sets up the left regular representation, say, this representation turns out to be a direct integral of the infinite dimensional unitary irreducible representations alone. However as we shall soon see in the problem of operator description only the one-dimensional representations appear.
Let ~ now be given its ' actual' value, so that we are dealing with a specific infinite dimensional irreducible representation of the Heisenberg Lie algebra. The group element g (a, fl, y) is represented by the unitary operator (15) acting on the vectors of the Hilbert space. (This space could be explicitly realised as consisting of all square integrable functions ofq on which p acts as-i~ times the derivative with respect to q). These unitary operators follow a composition rule exactly like (14) . We must now define an action of the Heisenberg group on operators acting on the Hilbert space. Here we encounter a feature absent in the finite dimensional example of w There we were able to consider all operators acting on the space on which an irreducible representation of R(3) was first given, and could define a suitable inner product for them. In the present case, the set of 'all' operators acting on the Hilbert space is a very large one, and it is quite impractical to deal with them all at once. One must restrict one self to some usefully chosen subset of them. One may choose to deal with all bounded operators; or all finite polynomials in q and p, which involves domain questions; and so on. 
U(a, fl, y)-----exp (iaq --i fl p-[-i ~ ~),
The point is that in finite dimensions such an inner product makes sense for all operators, while in infinite dimensions one must restrict oneself to those operators for which it makes sense. This is quite a restriction: for example, the unit operator, or any unitary operator, violate condition (16). On the space of H --S operators 'we now define a unitary representation of the Heisenberg group in the fashion of (4):
It is trivial to see that ~/(a,/3, ~) has actually no dependence on y at all. We have thus obtained a representation of the Heisenberg group for which the generator Z vanishes: it follows that this representation must be a direct integral (generalisation of direct sum) of the one-dimensional representations described earlier. Denoting the generators for the representation ~/(a,/3, V) by the letters X, Y, Z themselves, we get from (15):
To exhibit the representation ~/as a direct integral, one must ' simultaneously diagonalise ' X and Y, remembering that they are operators acting on H --S operators. It turns out that the ' simultaneous eigenfunctions ' of X and Y with real eigenvalues for both are the elementary exponentials used in (15) (Weyl [21] p. 275):
Y e x p ( i c t q --i ' r p ) = o e x p ( i t r q --i~' p ) ,
--oo< % tr< oo.
These operators do not really belong to the H --S class but bear the same relation to this class of operators that momentum eigenfunctions bear to the underlying Hilbert space of square-integrable functions of q. Thus one can formally show that
The ' simultaneous eigenfunctions ' of X and Y can therefore be used as an orthonormal basis for operators, being normalised in the delta function sense. They give us a particular description or representation in which each H --S operator can be expanded as We see that this explicit representation of an operatorA as a function of the primitive set of operators q and p is the quantum version of the classical Fourier integral representation for functions on a two-dimensional phase plane. It is known as the Weyl representation and has been widely used in many contexts (for a rigorous discussion of this representation see Pool [18] ). The interesting point is that it emerges naturally on applying the Raeah-Wigner method to the Heisenberg group: in this sense this representation is iutrinsically associated with the Heisenberg commutation relation itself.
Fourier-Mellin representation for operators
Our second application of the Raeah-Wigner method in the context of the Heisenberg commutation relation is based on the invariance of that relation under a very simple set of transformations. If a, b, e, d are four real numbers with whose help we define q' = aq + bp, p' = cq + dp, (24) then q' and p' will obey (I 1) provided only that
It is easy to see that this set of transformations forms a group, and furthermore for any choice of a, b, c, d obeying condition (25) there will exist a unitary transformation carrying q and p into q' and p' respectively. The group structure is best displayed by defining a real two dimensional unimodular matrix ,_(a Then every matrix of this type determines a transformation (24) and conversely; and the successive application of two transformations corresponds to the product of the two associated matrices, while the inverse of a transformation goes with the inverse of the matrix. The set of all these matrices forms by definition the group SL (2, R); the relation between this group and the Lorentz group in three dimensions is similar in some respects to the relation between SU(2) and R(3). (For descriptions of SL (2, R) and its true unitary representations see Bargmann [2] , Gel'fand et al [12] Chapter 7). If g is any element in SL (2, R) let us denote by U(g) the unitary operator that implements the transformation (24):
Evidently U(g) is determined only uptoa g-dependent phase. Next, if g' and g are any two elements of SL(2, R), one sees that U(g') U(g) and U(g'g) produce the same changes in q and p. They can therefore differ at most by a phase:
The freedom to alter U(g) by a g-dependent phase leads to a corresponding degree of freedom in the phase w, but it can be shown that even so we cannot reduce co identically to unity. Thus we have a ' representation upto a factor' of the group SL (2, R) at the level of vectors. One important difference between the previous section and the present one must be noticed. In the case of the Heisenberg group the unitary operators forming a representation of the group were directly defined in terms of their generators by (15) ; based on this, a representation acting on operators was set up in (18) . In the present case, the operators U(g) are themselves defined by (27) which is in the form of (4) and (18) , except that at the moment only q and p have been subjected to transformation. We must therefore use (27) to determine the generators of U(g), and then extend (27) to all H--S operators. For the former purpose, it is useful to define three one parameter subgroups of SL (2, R) in this way:
A general group element can be obtained as a suitable product of these special ones. (Bargmann [2] ). Let the three generators 3"0, J1, J~ be defined thus:
We get equations to determine them by specialising (27) to each one-parameter subgroup in turn and then making the parameter infinitesimally small:
The Js are fixed upto additive constants; let us take them to be
so = t (: +qg, A = 88 (:-qg, J, = t (qp+rq). (32)
They then obey the commutation relations (Goshen and Lipkin [13] ):
At this point we briefly describe some features of the SL(2, R) representation provided by the operators U(g). It is, as already mentioned, a representation upto a factor. It is, moreover, reducible into a direct sum of two irreducible parts. The set of three commutation relations (33) is very similar in appearance to the R(3) set, there being a difference in sign in just one of them. Correspondingly there is a quadratic Casimir invariant in the SL(2, R) ease given by
But substitution of the expressions (32) reduces Q to a number, Q=3/16, so this does not help achieve the reduction. This can be done using the properties ofJ 0. Let us now generalise (27) to get an SL (2, R) representation acting on H--S operators:
(q and p do not, of course, have the/-/'--S property). This is again a unitary representation, and a true one:
~t (g') ~t (g) = ~t (g' g).
The generators g act on an operator A thus:
We must now express this representation as a direct integral (and sum) of irreducible ones. Doing this amounts to constructing a certain family of ' irreducible tensor operators', each transforming under ff according to its own unitary irreducible SL(2, R) representation; taken together they will form a basis for a new description of (H--S) operators.
The most efficient way to do all this is to use the Wevl representation for operators already considered in the previous section. If we combine (22) and (27) 
The simultaneous eigenfunetions of fl0 and Q, the Casimir invariant formed from the fl's, will form a complete orthonormal set. Both operators must, of course, have real eigenvalues. If we introduce radial and angular variables p, ~, by r = p sin ~b, o : p cos~, 0 ~ p < oo, 0 ~<~ < 27r, (40) the integration volume is p dp d6, and tic and Q become This is the quantum analogue of the classical Fourier-Mellin representation. We can see that this is so as follows. If in the above analysis we allow q and p to become classical commuting variables, then the action of SL(2, R) on these variables given in (27) is identical in form with its action via (38) on the Fourier transformed variables r, ,r. We therefore expect that in the classical limit if we set q =r sin 0, p =r cos 0, u,,~ (q, p) must reduce to either r -l+zt" exp (2 im 0) or r -1-~~' exp (2 im 0). This is indeed true: on carrying out the integrations the right hand side of (43) 
f(q, p) = ~ y ds h (s, m) r-t-~" exp (2im 0). m (49)
In concluding this section we mention briefly a different way of using the operators g, due to Biedenham and Louck (Biedenharn and Louck [3] ). The triplet of operators ill, gz, go obeys the SL(2, R) commutation relations whose form is given in eq. (33).
Therefore the triplet ig 1, ig2, g0 formally obeys the angular momentum commutation relations (I). However this is not a hermitian triplet (in the sense of the inner product (17)), so it does not give rise to a unitary R (3) representation on H--S operators. On the other hand we can consider, in place of/-/--S operators, the set of all finite degree polynomials in q andp. In acting on them, the operators i~, ioq2, ~0 do not increase the order of a polynomial, so we obtain finite dimensional representations of the Lie algebra of R(3) which can be used to build up representations of the group itself. This way of constructing R (3) (more precisely SU(2)) representations in the space of polynomials in q and p is known as the sympleeton calculus. From the point of view of this paper, we must note that this method is not related in any way to a natural group of invarianee of the I-Ieisenberg commutation relation, at least not to a group that preserves hermiticity properties.
Canonical transformations and generating functions
We turn next to a class of operator descriptions based on the transformation theory of dynamics. The discussion will refer to systems with a general finite number of degrees of freedom. In comparison with the approach of the two preceding sections, the descriptions to follow will admittedly be heuristic. As preparation for the quantum mechanical discussion, we recall in this section some important results from the classical theory of canonical transformations (Some of the results of this section are well known and can be found, for example, in Caratheodory [5] Chapter 6).
Let q,, p,, r = I, 2 ..... n be canonical co-ordinates for the phase space of a classical dynamical system with 2n degrees of freedom. A canonical transformation is the replacement of q,, p, by 2n independent functions Q~ (q,p), P, (q, p) obeying the condition P, dQ, --pr dq~ ~ perfect differential.
(5o) [Summation over repeated indices is understood]. This definition is equivalent to one stated in terms ofinvariancr of Poisson brackets (PB) or Lagrange brackets (LB). A

Prec. (A)---6
canonical transformation being given, the function whose differential appears on the right in (50) can certainly be regarded as expressed explicitly in terms of q and p. However, if the transformation is such that throughout phase space the 2n variables q, and Q, are independent, these can be taken to form a non-canonical co-ordinate system. A necessary and sullteient condition for this is that the matrix
have rank n. The right hand side in (50) can then be expressed as the differential of a ' generating function' S(Q; q), determined by the transformation upto an additive constant, and this gives
P, ----OS]OQ,.
Canonical transformations of this type are said to be non-degenerate, from the point of view of using q, and Q, as a (non-canonical) phase space co-ordinate system. In such a case, not only P, and p, but in fact every dynamical variable is expressible as a function of Q and q. Another important property of such transformations is that only constants can be in involution with, i.e., have vanishing PB with, all Qs and qs
[Curly brackets denote PBs]. This is a direct consequence of the matrix (51) being nonsingular. Ganonical transformations of the above kind will be said to belong to the classieal ease I. As is well known, such transformations can be constructed by taking any function S(Q; q) of 2n arguments obeying the hessian condition det I1 0~S/0Q, 0q, II r 0, (54) and using (52) to define both Q and P as functions of q and p.
Transformations belonging to the degenerate ease arise when the rank of the matrix (51) is m with 0 ~< m < n. When this happens, the Qs and qs must obey (n --m) independent conditions characteristic of the transformation : (55)
These is considerable freedom in the way these conditions are expressed but they will surely be such that no conditions can be derived on the qs alone by eliminating the Qs and conversely. These conditions imply that exactly nq-m out of the 2n variables q,, Q, are mutually independent. A simplifying assumption will now be made: throughout phase space there is afixed subset of m Qs, taken without loss of generality to be QI, Qa ..... Qm, which can be adjoined to ql, q2 ..... q, to give n-t-m independent variabk)s. It follows that (55) 
po __ ~9S afA (57b)
Now the first set of equations here state that the p, can be expressed as functions of Qa, qr, Pa. These 2n variables must then form an independent set. We can in fact use (56) and (57) We can take these equations as the replacements, in the degenerate case, for (52) of the non-degenerate case. The possibility of using Q,, q,, Pa as independent variables is an explicit verification of a general theorem due to Caratheodory. (Caratheodory [5] , w 96; Saletan and Cromer [19] p. 213). The linearity of the dependence of the generating function S' on PA reflects the degeneracy of the transformation from the Q -q point of view (see Caratheodory [5] w 107). As in the non-degenerate case, a degenerate canonical transformation can be constructed by taking any (n --m + 1) functions S, fa of the (n + m) variables Qo, q, and then imposing (58). The only condition on S, fA is that from (58b) it must be possible to get Q,, PA as functions of q and p: this replaces the previous condition (54). F (ql, q2, ..., qn) = G (Q1, Q~,..., Q~) , (59) is obtainable. In that case we shall say the given degenerate canonical transformation is of nonseparable kind and (as will soon be evident) we will have:
(6o)
This will be called the classical case IIa. To understand this case better, we remark that in view of (56), the independent conditions initially imposed on f are (n + m) in number:
(Qo, f} = o, {q,,f)=o.
However, this system of linear homogeneous first order partial differential equations on f leads in a well-known way to additional equations on f (see, for instance, Eisenhart [10] p. 6). In the present case, on using the Jacobi identity for PB's, we see that fmust obey {(Qa, qr), f} = 0 (62) and more equations of this general pattern formed from higher order PBs among the Qs and qs. It is the complete set of such conditions on fthat, in the nonseparable case, leads to fbeing just a constant. On the other hand, suppose there is a nontrivial f in involution with the Qs as well as with the qs. When expressed in terms ofq andp it must appear as a function ofq alone, F(q) say; and in terms of Q and P it must appear as some G (Q). Thus a nontrivial relation of the form (59) must exist. But every condition obeyed by the Qs and qs must be derivable from the independent set.of conditions (55); hence this set permits the derivation of one or more relations in which the Q and q dependences are separated. We shall then say the degenerate canonical transformation is of separable kind and belongs to the classical case lib.
To summarise, we see that in the nondegenerate situation or classical case I, every dynamical variable is expressible as a function of, and only constants are in involution with, the Qs and qs. If a degenerate canonical transformation belongs to the classical case IIa, certainly all dynamical variables cannot be expressed as functions of Qs and qs alone; but the fact that only constants are in involution with In concluding this section we must note that this classification is exhaustive and exclusive: every canonical transformation must belong to class I or to class IIa or to class IIb, subject only to the one simplifying assumption made just prior to (56). However this division of the group of all canonical transformations into classes does not amount to a division into significant subgroups.
Purely for illustrative purposes, the appendix presents a degenerate ease Ha canonical transformation for a system with four degrees of freedom.
Functions of non-commuting operators
In the present section and the following one, the symbols q,, p, denote hermitian operators furnishing an irreducible solution of the Heisenberg commutation relations for a quantum system with 2n degrees of freedom:
Similarly, Q, and P, will stand for a transformed irreducible solution related to q and p by a unitary transformation U: 
It is then true that such an F is the weak limit of suitable polynomial expressions in the elements of M. (For a lucid discussion see Jordan [15] Chapter 4). The notion of irreducibility of a hermitian set of operators is important in this context. ~f is said to be irreducible if the only operators that commute with every member of .g are scalar multiples of the unit operator. If this is the ease, then in the condition (65) the only available choices for II are multiples of unity and it follows that any operator F obeys this condition. Thus any F is an principle a function of the members of an irreducible set ~r As examples, in w 3 and 4 we dealt with an irreducible pair q, p obeying the Heisenberg commutation relation and developed ways of expressing any (H-S) operator explicitly in terms of q and p.
If a hermitian set ~q is not irreducible, three interesting sets of operators emerge. The first is the set of all those operators that commute with every member of .~' (the f~s to be used in (65)): this is the commutant of .ft. The second is the set of operators qualifying as functions of oq (the Fs obeying (65)): this is the commutant of the cornmutant of xr The third is the set of those F ti~at do nc t obey (65) and so are not functions of .ft. Only the first two sets possess the algebraic properties of being closed under formation of linear combinations and prt ducts of their elements.
C3ntrasted with the above concept of a function of non-commuting operators is the Jordan-Dirac definition of ordered functions of operators. (Jordan [14] , Dirac [6, 7] ). We begin again with two non-c~mmuting b.ermitian operators A and B. with us and vs being functions of one operator each; but it is easily seen that the two alternative forms (66) and (67) lead to the same set of operators F. A change in the ordering prescription results generally in a change in the set of operators that one obtains. Thus the set of Fs obtained with the rule " A to the right, B to the left "' may not be the same as the set given by the rules (66), (67).
In particular, with the latter rule AB is an ordered function of A and B, but BA may not be so.
The Jordan-Dirac definition generalises easily to the case of three or more operators, A 1, A~, A:~ ..... say, provided a definite sequence is p~escribed for the positions of functions of A1, A 2 ..... in a product. We shall be interested in the next section in the case where the set A1, Az, ..., consists of the 2n hennitian operators ql, q2, ..., q,, Q1, Qz ..... Q,. Here since the qs commute among themselves and the Qs among themselves, an adequate ordering prescription is to demand that all Qs stand to the left of all qs. This then leads to a definite set of operators appearing as ordered functions of Qs and qs, characteristic of the unitary operator U present in (64).
Comparing the two definitions, we see that the concept c f ordered functions of operators is more restrictive than the concept of functions of operators. For a given basie set xr and a chosen order, the former generally leads to fewer operators than the latter: an ordered operator function of ~q is also a function of ~q but the converse may fail. For example, the commutator [A, B] is a function of A and B but is not an ordered function unless one succeeds in expressing BA as a sum of terms in each of which A stands to the left of B. Further, the set of ordered functions of a basic set ~r determined by a specific ordering rule generally does not have the property of being closed under multiplication of its members.
Unitary transformations and generating functions
We can now discuss the connections between the generating function description of unitary transformations in quantum mechanics and the concepts of functions and ordered functions of a mixed set of operators Q,, qr (cf. (63) and (64)). Denote a simultaneous eigenvector of the complete commuting set q, by I q' ~ :'q' stands for n real numbers q'l, q'~ .... , q',, with q', being the eigenvalue of q,. These vectors are assumed to obey Using this function in the spirit of the definition (66), we get an ordered operator function S (Q; q): throughout this section the ordering rule is to place Q on the left and q on the right. By combining (69) with (68b) and a similar equatiop, for P,. we get operator equations having the same form as the classical relations (52):
Oq, OQ~
The differentiations are to be done preserving the ordering rule. This situation, with (Q'I q') never vanishing, will be called the quantum mechanical case I and corresponds to the classical case I of w 5. Its further properties are as follows. Clearly an operator F is fully specified by its mixed matrix elements (Q' [ F I q') and conversely -' any' choice for the latter determines an F uniquely.
Given an F, one can define a function f(Q'; q') by
One then sees that if this function is used in. (66)to define an ordered operator func-tion f (Q: q), this operator must be F itself since their mixed matrix elements are, by definition, the same:
Thus in this case, as Dirac has shown,' every' operator Fis expressible as an ordered function of Q and q. We infer that the set of ordered functions of Q and q must coincide with the set of functions of Q and q, and that these 2n operators must be irreducible:
Suppose next that ( Q ' [ q ' ) is not everywhere non-zero in the 2n dimensional space of the variables Q'r, q', but that it vanishes everywhere except on some (nq--m) ---dimensional hypersurface 27 defined by (n--m) independent algebraic equations:
It follows that we can no longer express ' all' operators as ordered functions of Q and q. This case has been treated by Dirae: he has shown how to develop operator equations having the same appearance as with a degenerate classical canonical transformation using the Lagrange multiplier method (Dirac [7] ). We give a more detailed description of such transformations following the analysis of w 5. The transformation function must have the form
with X (Q'; q') nonvanishing on 27. The equations defining 27 must be such that it must be impossible to get a condition on q' (Q') alone by eliminating Q' (q'). Otherwise, if a condition h (q') = 0, were satisfied identically on 27, i.e. by virtue of (74), we would have
implying an operator condition on the qs alone. We now make a regularity assumption as in the classical ease: we suppose that a fixed subset of m Q' variables (chosen 
This transformation function never vanishes (of course, in the 2n dimensional space of the variables Q'o P'A q',). So, repeating the arguments of ease I, we see that ' every' operator F is expressible as an ordered function of Q,, PA, q, with the (mutually commuting) Qa and Pa always to the left and the q, to the right. Thus this set of 2n operators is irreducible. This is an instance of Caratheodory's theorem in quantum mechanics (Mukunda [17] ; the results of this paper have here been corrected, clarified and carried forward). In particular, we can get ordered expressions for Po, QA and pr as follows. Using the function occurring in the exponent in (79) we define the ordered operator s' (Q,, P~; q,) = s(e,; q,) --e A A (Q,; q,).
(8o)
Then with the help of (68b) and other similar equations we get the operator equalities
OS' OS'
_ o s --e . = QA = ----, Further analysis depends on whether (74) defining Z are non-separable or separable in Q' and q'. In the former case no relation of the form
holds on Z; we call this the quantum mechanical case IIa and conclude that Q, and q, must together be irreducible: (73) must hold. This leads to the very interesting result that while we are not able to express every operator as an ordered function of Q and q, we can express it as a function of Q and q. Finally, at least one relation of the form (82) may be valid on X, with non-trivial F and G. This leads to the quantum mechanical case IIb, in which there exists at least one operator A which commutes with all the Qs and qs and is not a multiple of the identity, to wit, F (q) or G (Q). The set Qr, qr is no longer irreducible, and we are unable to express every operator as a function of this set. A simple example is to take an operator B not commuting with the A above; such B must exist, and it obviously cannot be a function of Q and q.
Concluding remarks
We mention here some interesting features and fruitful points of view emerging from this work. The classical concept of a function of a set of variables is based on the intuitive notion of values assumed: f is a function of x, y . . . . if given values of the latter determine a definite value for the former. (We assume that all these are number-valued quantities). We are led to suggest that this stands in correspondence with the concept of ordered functions of operators in quantum mechanics. This may appear deficient in some respects. For example for a given set of classical independent real variables there is just one concept of function of them; while for a set of noncgmmuting hermitian operators each ordering rule leads to a corresponding set of ordered functions of them, and these sets may overlap but may not coincide. Moreover, while the product of two functions is also a function in the classical case, the product of operators ordered according to a given rule may not be similarly expressible. In spite of these drawbacks, the close similarity between the three kinds of classicial cangnical transformations and the three kinds of unitary transformations support our suggestion. As for the classical counterpart to the function concept among quantum mechanical operators, the situation is more satisfactory: we have the notion of a function group (Eisenhart [I0] p. 281). A family of functions on a classical phase space is a function group if functions of its members belong to it and moreover if the PBs o f its members with one an~ thor also belong to the family. Starting with a set of dynamical variables we can form the collection of all functions of them. If this is not a function group we may adjoin the PBs of the functi~,ns with one another, then their PBs with these PBs, functions of the PBs, and so on until we have generated the smallest function group containing the originally given set. In the classical case I the function group generated by Q a n d q coincides with the set of functions of these variables; similarly in the quantum case I both functions and ordered functions of Q and q yield all operators. In the classical cases IIa and IIb the function group generated by Q and q respectively does and does not yield all dynamical variables; while in the quantum cases IIa and Ilb functions of Q and q respectively do and do not yield all operators.
In most conventional treatments of quantum mechanics a general operator is regarded as completely specified or known if all its matrix elements in a chosen orthonormal basis are given. However, this is far from trying to express the operator as a function of primitive operators which may include the complete co, minuting set associated with the ch,~sen basis. We have focussed attention on the latter kind of description, in contrast to the ' matrix element description '. In spite of the heuristic nature of the discussion in w167 6 and 7, our analysis leads to a useful picture of the relations existing between the totality of dynamical variables of a quantum system and its primitive variables.
The Weyl representation for operators has been used in the literature, especially of quarttum optics, as a c3nvenient starting pair~t for expressing operators in w, rious ordei'ed forms (see, for instance, Cahill and Glauber [4] , Agarwal and Wolf [1] , Klauder and Sudarshan [16] ). The relative simplicity of the Heisenberg commutation relation makes manipulations based on Weyl's representation quite easy. Our analysis helps us to view these matters in a wider perspective and in a more general context, it would be interesting t3 extend the present methods to the case of Lie groups, for example, in finding ways of expressing general group elements as ordered products of specially chosen elements. It would also be worthwhile to find more c~mpaet ways of expressing and using the Fourier-Mellin description of operators discussed in w 4.
